
 

Some tips to pass your NCT; 

1. Test drive your car by a Tyrestop Technician. 

A Tyrestop technician will observe any unusual noises, steering problems, tyre problems and may be able to 

save you the cost of a retest. Some checks are free and there is a charge for a more elaborate check.  

2. Clean the car inside and out 

Clean your car inside and out and underneath also. Ensure that the lights, windows, mirrors and registration 

plates in particular are clear and undamaged. Remove all personal belongings in the car and also the booth. 

Remove the child’s seat otherwise the tester is required to check fitment. Do not have any item hanging 

from your review mirror. Remove the hubcaps to allow all wheel nuts be viewed. 

3. Check your lights & wipers 

Incorrect Head light focus is a fail, so have it checked if possible. Get some help to insure all lights are in 

good working order and clean, don’t forget the number plate light.  

Check the headlight and low beam, indicators, fog lights, parking lights, number plate lights and brake 

lights. Check the wipers to ensure they work properly and clear the screen. Wipers are cheap to replace in 

comparison to a retest. 

4. Check all dash lights 

Start the engine and let run, view any warning lights illuminated in the dashboard. If there are, bring the car 

to a Tyrestop mechanic to use a diagnostic tool to address the problem and advise what you need to do. 

5.  Top up fluids 

Check that all the fluids are at required levels. Call to any Tyrestop deopot and this can be 

checked for you. Fluids include engine oil, engine coolant, , power steering fluid and brake 

fluid windscreen wash. 

6. Inspect your tyres 

Tyres are a critical issue and an easy fail. Call to Tyrestop and get the pressure, correct size, 

speed rating, load rating, irregular wear, same axle pattern, no cracks or bulges and 

obviously tread dept. 

This is a fast simple check for any Tyrestop depots to carry out free of charge. 

7. The paperwork 

Bring all paperwork relating to your car and also your personal identification.  


